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Birth and death dwell side by side 

The flies scavanging death-laden mud 

The emptied crayfish shell whose contents 

Bloat the stomach of a tald. 

Still water cleanses 

Floods the eye by symetry 

Mobilized i subtle, novel shapes 

Creation~ charm is lavished 

On my here and now. 

It took innumerable aeons for man to walk 
~ '<-From his lakes and forests t~ his Sq.\iare eleetre&ie cities. 

7bL~,~~~ 
It is not surprising now 

His hunger to return. 

t-a-vi-eual moment 

...___...,.._..-+-+>- pcetic word 

- laxg ua.g-e-. 

God! God! God! I know 

The truth about _myself which others may not know 

I am a pretender, a phony 

In this green world it is revealed to me. 

I 
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~~ 
Ours may be the ~ast generation 

Though .surely other times will know 

Your real presence (otherwise denoted) 

Touching time w1 th now. Yod 

I am glad I have known you 

~ancing with history. 0 thou 
>#· 

han which nothing more perfect can be calceived 

Since perfection to be ccnceived must exist 

Thou art most certainly 

The companion of being! 

With green and grey 

Thou hast today 

Healed my wounded soul. 
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